Pedro Henrique
Ribeiro

Web Development & Design /
Software Developer at Omnibees

Born in Póvoa de Lanhoso | Living in Faro
+351 918 276 739
pedrohenriqueribeiro86@gmail.com
 phrweb.pt
 pt.linkedin.com/in/pedrohenriqueribeiro
 facebook.com/pedrohenrique.ribeiro.505

Goal
To learn and getting better on my professional and personal skills.

Professional Experience
Software Developer

Sep 2018 - Present

Omnibees
First experience as a backend/software developer. This company works on the hospitality sector, and my job is to
develop new integrations with external partners, namely with PMS (Property Management System) and Channels
(Booking, Airbnb, Expedia, etc), QA testing using programs like SOAP UI or Postman and implementing new services
or websites (WCF, Web API) for communication with outside sources, and basic operations in SQL Server, like editing,
inserting, consulting data from the DB and develop some stored procedures and scripts.
- .NET Framework 4.7.2, and on a minor scale, .NET Core and .NET Standard
- Integrations with WCF and Web API
- SOAP / REST
- SQL Server
- Entity Framework, Dapper

Freelancer

Jul 2016 - Sep 2018

Self Employed
Since departing from W4Y, I always held some projects to develop on my own which you can see on my
website http://www.phrweb.pt/. I have some open clients, including SPATIUM (architecture office in Braga), Francisco
Contreiras Lda (Distribution of building materials in Loulé), Polotur (Transfers company in Portimão) and Algarve
Senior Living (rental-based independent living for senior people in London).

Web Developer

Sep 2017 - Dec 2017

Oseubackoffice
Trial period in this Albufeira company, which was a sort of a failed experience, mainly due to, in my opinion, the lack
of organization of the company and my lack of experience in backend duties. I was hired as a frontend developer, but
I was put constantly in backend duties, when other colleagues were on frontend duties and had several less
experience than I. That simply did not make any sense to me and eventually we agree to terminate the trial.

Multitask Assistant

Jul 2016 - Sep 2017

Simply Travel
My first job in Algarve. Hired to do many different jobs, including develop Simply Travel's website (which was not
completed, due to many circumstances), perform some office tasks including accounting, check-in drivers and their
weekly planning, control some costs of the company including tolls, fuel, general expenses and maintenance of the
vehicles, and if necessary, driver duties.

Frontend Developer

Apr 2016 - Jul 2016

W4Y Networking Solutions
Despite the small duration of the contract, I consider the time spent in this company as well spent, mainly due to the
amount of projects I was involved and finished with success. I was writen a letter of recomendation by them. My
main objective in this job was to structurize and develop web projects in HTML, CSS and JS, to further deliver the
project to the backend so they can finalize it.

Co-Founder of Business

Jun 2015 - Apr 2016

Wepulse Digital
Despite being more related to web development, I'm doing all the roles of both director or collaborator: web projects
development and management; image and video editing; digital marketing; prospection and attracting new
customers.

Client and Project Manager

Dec 2013 - Jun 2015

Voidtek and Freelancer
Hired by Voidtek to be responsible for the project "Sitempresa". It was here that was born my main area of interest web design and development. Responsible for developing and integrating web projects, as well as all client
monitoring from prospection, contact, sales and delivery.

Video Editing

Mar 2013 - Sep 2014

Foto Pitães
Editing wedding videos, using primarily sound tools and Adobe Premiere Pro.

Collaborator

Oct 2012 - Dec 2014

RADAR MAGAZINE
Responsible for writing opinion articles from the latest films, music album reviews and photo reports of summer
festivals.

Explainer

Sep 2010 - Jun 2015

Centro de explicações Oficina das Letras
Private explanations and overall support to students up until high school, in maths and physics.

Football Assistant Manager

Aug 2008 - May 2009

Sport Club Maria da Fonte
Since a young boy I've always been accustomed to locker rooms, being this experience very important in my growth
as an individual. The season was very positive in general, securing third place but always kept fighting until the end of
the championship, against top level teams, especially Vitória de Guimarães.

Telesales of Tvcabo Channels

Feb 2007 - Jun 2007

Select Vedior
First professional experience within a team of dozens of employees, on a part-time basis. First contact with sales and
customer relations.

Education
Informatics Engineering

Sep 2004 - Jul 2011

Universidade do Minho
Three disciplines to complete the degree. I am currently attendingUniversidade do Algarve to try to finish the course.

High School - Sciences
Escola Secundária da Póvoa de Lanhoso
Average 15 on final classification.

Sep 2001 - Jul 2004

Skills
Languages

In addition of the advanced knowledge, both written and oral of my mother
tongue, I'll show here my skills on other foreign languages:
English: C1
Spanish: B2
French: A2

General Informatics

HTML / CSS

Knower of virtually all the tools. Easy adaptation and learning of new
programs or frameworks.

Domain of the main languages to develop a quality fronted oriented
website.

Javascript
C#

Working on Microsoft Technologies only since Sep18

SQL Server
Adobe Photoshop / Premiere

Soft Skills

Video and image editing, particularly to assist in web development but also
in digital marketing.

Team spirit, good communication skills, adapt to multicultural
environments, perform tasks that are given with criterion and on time.

Other Information
In addition to the above activities, I was forest vigilante for 5 consecutive years on an IPJ program, worked in ICE caffe
for half a year (2010) and attended a Spanish and Italian initiation course.
Federate football practice since the age of eleven, interest in music, film and nature conservation.
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